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ABSTRACT
This review discusses recent advances in geophysical data assimilation beyond Gaussian statistical mod-
eling, in the fields of meteorology, oceanography, as well as atmospheric chemistry. The non-Gaussian fea-
tures are stressed rather than the nonlinearity of the dynamical models, although both aspects are entangled.
Ideas recently proposed to deal with these non-Gaussian issues, in order to improve the state or parameter
estimation, are emphasized.
The general Bayesian solution to the estimation problem and the techniques to solve it are first pre-
sented, as well as the obstacles that hinder their use in high-dimensional and complex systems. Approx-
imations to the Bayesian solution relying on Gaussian, or on second-order moment closure, have been
wholly adopted in geophysical data assimilation (e.g., Kalman filters and quadratic variational solutions).
Yet, nonlinear and non-Gaussian effects remain. They essentially originate in the nonlinear models and in
the non-Gaussian priors. How these effects are handled within algorithms based on Gaussian assumptions
is then described. Statistical tools that can diagnose them and measure deviations from Gaussianity are
recalled.
The following advanced techniques that seek to handle the estimation problem beyond Gaussianity are
reviewed: maximum entropy filter, Gaussian anamorphosis, non-Gaussian priors, particle filter with an en-
semble Kalman filter as a proposal distribution, maximum entropy on the mean, or strictly Bayesian in-
ferences for large linearmodels, etc. Several ideas are illustrated with recent or original examples that possess
some features of high-dimensional systems. Many of the new approaches are well understood only in special
cases and have difficulties that remain to be circumvented. Some of the suggested approaches are quite
promising, and sometimes already successful for moderately large though specific geophysical applications.
Hints are given as to where progress might come from.
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1. Introduction
a. The context
This is a review of the non-Gaussian aspects of data
assimilation, in the context of geophysics. Through ref-
erences and a few examples, it investigates the difficulties
in producing analyses using statistical modeling that goes
beyond Gaussian hypotheses or beyond second-order
moment closure. The emphasis is on the concepts and
promising ideas, rather than on the technicalities or the
completeness of the bibliography. However, mathemati-
cal details will be given when necessary or appealing.
Examples, original in some cases, will be provided using
simple models.
Nonlinearity and non-Gaussianity are interlaced topics,
and it is difficult to discuss only one facet of the prob-
lem, neglecting the other. For instance, nonlinarities of
a dynamical model inevitably produce non-Gaussian
priors to be used in later analyses. Nevertheless, the focus
of this review is more on the non-Gaussian aspects from
the statistical modeling viewpoint, and on ways to extend
the usual Gaussian analysis of current data assimilation
orthodoxy. There are reviews, or relevant reports, that
focus more on the nonlinear aspects but less on mod-
eling the non-Gaussian statistics (Miller et al. 1994;
Evensen 1997; Verlaan and Heemink 2001; Andersson
et al. 2005). The intended scope of the article is broad:
meteorology, oceanography, and atmospheric chemistry.
Non-Gaussianity may take many forms there, and does
not necessarily always come from the dynamics.However,
a commonality of these fields is the very large dimension
of the state and observation vector spaces. At first glance,
this rules out most of the sophisticated probabilistic
mathematical methods that are meant to estimate the
full state probability density function (pdf), or higher-
order moments, or to provide a state estimate without
any approximation.
b. Statistical modeling of the estimation problem
A data assimilation system consists of a set of obser-
vations, and of a numerical model, that may be static or
dynamical, that may be deterministic or stochastic, and
that represents the underlying physics. The mathemati-
cal modeling of uncertainty for this system implies that
one embeds models and observations in a statistical
framework and provides uncertainty input about them.
From the uncertainty of the components of this data
assimilation system, one can ultimately infer, not only an
estimate of the true state, but also the uncertainty of that
estimate.
This uncertainty could originate from the imprecise
initial state of the system. It could also stem from the
more or less precise identification of forcings of the dy-
namical systems, such as emission fields (in atmospheric
chemistry), radiative forcing, boundary conditions, and
couplings to other models that may be imperfect. The
deficiency of the model itself is another source of un-
certainty. To account for this type of uncertainty, models
could explicitly be made probabilistic. This occurs when
some stochastic forcing is implemented to represent
subgrid-scale processes in Eulerian models, or when
stochastic particles are simulated to represent dispersion
in Lagrangian models. The uncertainty could also come
from the observations in the form of representativeness
or instrumental errors, or indirectly from the models and
algorithms used to filter these observations through
quality control. Finally, in the case of remote sensing, it
could stem from the joint use of a model (a radiative
transfer model for instance) and an algorithm that infers
data from indirect measurements.
The proper statistical modeling depends on how un-
certainty evolves under the full data assimilation system
dynamics. In particular, in the context of forecasting,
this modeling should properly account for the un-
certainty growth–reduction cycle, which is controlled by
the forecast–analysis steps of the data assimilation cycle.
Truncating statistics to the first- and second-order
moments (bias and error covariance matrix) may be
made necessary because of the complexity of the fully
Bayesian data assimilation algorithms. It also reduces
the computer storage of higher moments, which are gi-
gantic objects in geophysical systems. This truncation
may also be justified from the point of view of the evo-
lution of the dynamical model. If, in the vicinity of
a trajectory, the model can be replaced by its tangent
linear approximation, then initial Gaussian statistics will
remain so in this vicinity. Unfortunately, the statistics
would diverge from ideal Gaussianity when the model is
strongly nonlinear, when the analyses are infrequent, or
when the observational data are sparse (Pires et al. 1996;
Evensen 1997).
c. Outline of the review of ideas
In this article, these arguments will be developed. At
first, the reasons why researchers in geophysical data
assimilation have avoided exact Bayesian modeling,
even though it may be more natural, will be reviewed
(section 2).
Having accepted that a fully Bayesian approach may
not be computationally affordable for geophysical or
large environmental problems, Gaussian filtering or
variational approaches have been developed with suc-
cess in geophysical data assimilation. Then the reasons
why non-Gaussianity is often bound to reemerge in the
statistical modeling of well-behaved geophysical problems
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are detailed. Next, we will briefly describe the strategies
that have been employed, especially in four-dimension
variational data assimilation (4D-Var) and the ensemble
Kalman filter, to accommodate possible non-Gaussian
deviations in the data assimilation system (section 3).
However, this is not the main focus of this review, since
literature offers excellent discussion papers on these
topics (Kalnay et al. 2007). Ways to objectively measure
the deviations from Gaussianity will then be discussed
(section 4).
In section 5, the following strategies to better control
the uncertainty and to make it less non-Gaussian are
examined: targeting of observations, specific treatment
of highly nonlinear degrees of freedom, localization, and
model reduction.
In section 6, we will review a selection of new ideas to
make use of non-Gaussian statistical modeling in data
assimilation, either perturbatively (about a Gaussian
formalism), or nonperturbatively (without direct refer-
ence to a Gaussian formalism). Several original exam-
ples will serve as illustrations.
To conclude, the future of these ideas and concepts is
discussed (section 7).
2. Why not non-Gaussian from the start?
AGaussian modeling of the uncertainty in geophysical
data assimilation problems may not be the most natural
approach to begin with. A more natural approach would
be to forget about the constraints such as the dimen-
sionality of the state space of geophysical models. In
a constraint-free context, rigorous methods have been
proposed in applied mathematics to solve analytically or
numerically the fully nonlinear estimation problem, ei-
ther in discrete or continuous time.
a. The estimation problem
The notations of Ide et al. (1999) will be liberally fol-
lowed to define the model and observation equations.
They are
x
k
5M
k
(x
k1, wk1) and yk5Hk(xk, yk), (1)
where xk is the state vector inR
N at time tk andwk and yk
are noises that represent model and observation errors,
respectively. They are stochastic in nature and stand for
the uncertainty inherent to the system in Eq. (1). In this
section, it is assumed for the sake of simplicity that these
perturbations are additive, that is, one has instead
x
k
5M
k
(x
k1)1wk and yk5Hk(xk)1yk, (2)
whereMk(xk21) is the model that links deterministically
xk21 to xk, yk is the vector of observations inR
d at time tk,
andHk: R
N
/ R
d is the observation operator. Note that
the number of observations dmay depend on time index
k in any realistic context. Here wk and yk are additive
noises that represent model and observation errors. The
sets of random vectors fwkgk51,...,K and fylgl51,...,K
are taken to be white in both space and time, and they
are assumed to be mutually independent.
Let pW be the pdf of wk, and let yk be distributed ac-
cording to the pdf pV. Both pW and pV may well depend
on time tk, but the dependence is not made explicit in the
notation. These laws define the transition kernel, which
probabilistically relates state xk21 to state xk, as well as
the likelihood of the state xk with respect to the obser-
vations yk:
p(x
k
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k1)5 pW[xk Mk(xk1)],
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k
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)]. (3)
Within this probabilistic framework, one could either
be interested in estimating the true state of the system,
along with its uncertainty, at the present time, or be in-
terested in estimating the true state for all times.
The smoothing approach is meant to solve the latter
problem.GivenXk5 fx0, x1, x2, . . . , xkg, the collection of all
state vectors from time t0 to time tk, andYk5 fy1, y2, . . . ,
ykg, the collection of all observation vectors from time
t1 to time tk, recursive application of Bayes’s law and
transition rules leads to the conditional pdf (Jazwinski
1970; Lorenc 1986):
p(X
k
jY
k
)} p(x
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)P
k
l51
p
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)]p
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,
(4)
where p(x0) is the prior pdf of the initial state vector. The
ln[p(XkjYk)] would define an objective function that
ranks state trajectories according to their likelihood.
This is the usual Bayesian embedding of the variational
formalism and in particular of 4D-Var when the statis-
tics are assumed to be Gaussian.
In the sequential approach (filtering problem), the goal
is to estimate the final system state (usually present state)
and its uncertainty, rather than the full trajectory of the
system states. The sequential method decomposes into
a forecast step and an analysis step. The forecast step uses
the Chapman–Kolmogorov kernel relationship to con-
nect two states related by an integration of the model:
p(x
k
jY
k1)5
ð
dx
k1 pW[xk Mk(xk1)]p(xk1jYk1).
(5)
Obviously, it invokes the transition kernel. The anal-
ysis step defines the best estimate of the system state
and its uncertainty (full pdf) after the assimilation
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of new observations yk. It makes use of Bayes’s theo-
rem:
p(x
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k1)ð
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b. Nonlinear statistical time-continuous estimation
The estimation solution was given for a discrete time
problem. There is no fundamental reason why an analog
formalism could not be built for continuous time. Let us
first consider the case where there is no assimilation of
observations. One first considers a general stochastic
model. Its equation, to be understood in the Ito sense, is
dx
t
5 f(x
t
, t) dt1G(x
t
, t) dw
t
, (7)
where f is the deterministic part of the model. The noise
dwt drives the uncertainty (wt is a standard Wiener
process), and is weighted by the deterministic matrix
function G(xt, t). It is well known that the pdf of the full
system state vector pt obeys a Fokker–Planck equation
[see Gardiner (2004) for an exposition from the physi-
cist’s point of view]:
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withQt5G(xt, t)G(xt, t)
T. The observation equation has
also its stochastic formulation:
dy
t
5 h(x
t
, t) dt1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R
t
q
dy
t
, (10)
where h(xt, t) is the deterministic observation operator,
Rt is the observation error covariance matrix, and yt is a
standard Wiener process independent from wt. The evo-
lution of the conditional pdf p?t derived from Eqs. (7)
and (10), is governed by the Zakai equation (Zakai 1969)
(or alternatively normalized Kushner equation):
dp?t 5LFP(p
?
t ) dt1 p
?
t h
T
t R
1
t dyt. (11)
Throughout the paper, T designates thematrix and vector
transpose operator. From an analytical point of view,
regardless of the algorithmic complexity and numerical
cost, the full statistical estimation (smoothing or filtering)
problem can be solved by exactmethods. These ideas have
been explored byMiller et al. (1999) from a geophysicist’s
perspective. Several examples, from a one-dimensional
double-well potential model to a truncated spectral baro-
tropic model, were given as illustrations of strongly non-
linear systems.
From an algorithmic standpoint, by making the knowl-
edge of a dynamical system a probabilistic one, the objects
to deal with are not any more in RN (estimate of a state
vector). Rather, they are functions p(x) of N variables,
and possibly time in the smoothing case. This stresses the
change of scale in complexity. The mathematics required
to account for these problems do exist but their efficiency
is questionable when applied to high-dimensional geo-
physical systems.
c. Particle filters and their curse in high-dimensional
systems
When it comes to numerically solving the fully Bayesian
filtering (possibly smoothing) problem, the most popular
approaches arebasedonMonteCarlo sampling (Handschin
and Mayne 1969; Kitagawa 1987). Sequential Monte
Carlo methods to solve these nonlinear filtering equations
are called particle filters. A quite complete and very clear
review of the potential applications of particle filters to
the geophysical estimation problems was offered by
van Leeuwen (2009).
In the context of numerical models and forecasting,
the most intuitive variant of the particle filters is the
bootstrap particle filter (Gordon et al. 1993). As in any
Monte Carlo method, the idea is to represent a pdf by
particles fxk
1, xk
2, . . . , xk
Mg, that is, a collection of system
vector states xk
i 2 RN at time tk, which samples the
probability density function pk(xk):
p
k
(x
k
) ’
M
i51
vik1d(xk  x
i
k). (12)
The weights vik1 are initially equal to 1/M, but could
differ in the following.
When assimilating yk, the analysis consists in applying
the Bayes’s formula to the Monte Carlo estimate of the
pdf. Theweights are then simply altered by the following
likelihood:
vik }v
i
k1p(ykjx
i
k), (13)
and they need to be normalized so that their sum is 1.
This analysis step just involvesmultiplications of weights
and likelihoods. In particular, the innovation-statistics
matrix is not inverted as would be required by most fil-
teringmethods based on first- and second-ordermoments.
This makes the particle filter a simple and beautiful
method, but we shall soon recall its curse.
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During the forecast step from time tk to time tk11, the
particles are propagatedwith themodel xk115Mk11(xk)1
wk11. In the context of the bootstrap filter, the pdf is then
simply updated at time tk11 and satisfies Eq. (12) but at
time tk11. This completes the particle filter cycle.
Unfortunately, for high-dimensional systems, most of
the weights vanish and just a few particles remain likely
(see e.g., Berliner and Wikle 2007). Therefore, in this
case, the particle filter becomes useless for the estima-
tion problem.
The ensemble size required for a proper estimation
has been shown to scale exponentially with the system
size, or the innovation variance. To prove this, Snyder
et al. (2008) studied the statistics of the biggest weight.
They demonstrated on a simple Gaussian model that the
required size of the ensemble scales like M ; exp(t2/2),
where t2 is the variance of the observation log-likelihood.
Under simple independence assumptions, it is expected
to scale like the dimension of observation space on one
hand, and the dimension of state space on the other.
This behavior is related to the so-called curse of di-
mensionality (Bellman 1961). Consider one of the particles,
a state space vector inRN. It is meant to be representative
of a volume [2«, «]N of state space centered on that
particle. However, particles similar to that particle are
close to it according to the Euclidean metric: they lie
in a neighborhood, say within a distance of «. In high-
dimensional systems, a representativeness issue arises
because of the shrinking of the hypersphere of radius «
within the hypercube [2«, «]N. Indeed the volume of the
hypersphere relative to that of the hypercube vanishes
like (p/4)N/2/G[(N/2) 1 1] with the space dimension N.
The particle is less and less representative of the cubic
volume it is meant to sample. In the context of data
assimilation, this implies that the observational prior
and the background prior overlap less and less as the
state space or observation space dimensions increase.As
a consequence, most of the weights of the particles
vanish, leading to a poor analysis.
To mitigate the collapse of the weights, a resampling
step is often used in the bootstrap filter. Basically the idea
is to draw new particles among the old ones according to
the probability given by their weight. After this resam-
pling, all the new particles have the same weight. How-
ever, it is likely that many of the new particles will be
drawn from the same original particle. This will deplete
the ensemble. Unlessmodel error is already specified and
of stochastic nature, it is necessary to introduce some
perturbation (noise) into the forecast step, in order to
enrich the ensemble.
However, the resampling does not fundamentally
solve the issue since the weights still degenerate, possi-
bly at a lower rate. The collapse of the weights could be
avoided using Monte Carlo Markov chain (MCMC)
techniques, based for instance on a Metropolis–Hastings
selection algorithm (Gilks and Berzuini 2001). Contrary
to importance sampling (and importance proposal sam-
pling, whichwill be detailed later), these approaches have
no exponential dependence on the dimensionality [see
the illuminating discussion by MacKay (2003), chapter
29]. However, a considerable number of iterations would
be required for anMCMC approach to sample a filtering
pdf like those met in geophysical applications. That is
why it is not clear to the authors whether these tech-
niques will be decisive in a successful particle filter for
high-dimensional systems.
d. Illustrations
As an illustration of these concepts, a bootstrap filter
is compared to the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) of
Evensen (1994), on a Lorenz-95 model (Lorenz and
Emmanuel 1998). The comparison follows the method-
ology of Nakano et al. (2007). This EnKF is the origi-
nal single-ensemble variant, corrected by Burgers et al.
(1998). The Lorenz-95 model is implemented with the
standard forcing parameter F5 8, andN5 10 variables,
in a perfect model setting. In particular, no stochastic
forcing is applied. The absence of a stochastic term does
not prevent a reliable assessment of the data assimila-
tion system on long enough runs, thanks to the ergo-
dicity of the dynamical system.
One of every two sites is observed. The time interval
between two observations isDt5 0.05, which corresponds
to a geophysical time of 6 h (Lorenz and Emmanuel
1998). The synthetic measurements are perturbed with a
normal white noise of root-mean-square s 5 1.5. The
root-mean-square observation error, x, for the EnKF is
also chosen to be 1.5. This places the filter in optimal
conditions since the observation error prior statistics co-
incide with the true observation error statistics. More-
over, in order to reduce the undersampling errors in
covariances for small ensemble size, two versions of the
EnKF are implemented, with or without localization
(Houtekamer and Mitchell 1998). Localization is car-
ried out thanks to a tapering function (Houtekamer and
Mitchell 2001; Hamill et al. 2001) of the form given by
Eq. (4.10) of Gaspari and Cohn (1999), with an optimally
tuned localization length. For the localization length as
well as other parameters in the following, optimal values
were selected via a sensitivity analysis to minimize the
analysis error.
The particle filter to which the EnKFwill be compared
is the bootstrap filter thatwas described above. It is tested
on the same setup and it uses the same parameters when
applicable, as the ensemble Kalman filter. Contrary to
theEnKF, no localization is used in the particle filter (this
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issue will be adressed later). For the particle filter, the
prior observation error standard deviation x is allowed to
differ from the observation perturbation standard de-
viation s 5 1.5, since it is optimally tuned. For most of
the ensemble sizeM range, the optimal values are close
to x 5 2.5. This implicit error inflation is meant to ac-
count indirectly for the sampling error in the represen-
tation of the pdf [Eq. (12)]. However, for increasing
values ofM the optimal x tends to s (not shown).
In addition, Gaussian white (in space and time) per-
turbations are added to all particle state vectors with an
amplitude that is optimally tuned for the sake of a fair
comparison with the EnKF. Again, the optimal values
are obtained thanks to a sensitivity study carried out
with varying noise magnitude. Such a noise is also nec-
essary in the EnKF case, at least for small ensemble size,
since no inflation was implemented and because a single-
ensemble configuration of the EnKF is used (Mitchell
and Houtekamer 2009). A (residual) resampling is carried
out after each analysis. The two schemes are compared on
the analysis root-mean-square error (analysis rms error).
Still, the particle filter requires 104members to match
the EnKF performance. Results are shown in Fig. 1. The
size of the system N 5 10 was chosen so that the EnKF/
bootstrap filter cross-over could be observed with a rea-
sonable computation load.
The collapse of the particle filter with increasing state
space dimension can be illustrated on the sameLorenz-95
model. Four configurations are chosen identical to the
one described above, but for four system sizes N 5 10,
20, 40, and 80. Figure 2 displays the empirical statistics of
the maximum weight in the four cases. In the first two
cases, the density is rather balanced, with high values of
the weight maxima that are not overrepresented. In the
last two cases, the weights degenerate. WhenN5 80, the
mode is near 1 and the particle filter collapses (it is of no
use for estimation).
Therefore, at least with basic (though not naive) algo-
rithms, it is still unreasonable to use particle filters for the
state estimation, let alone high-order moments of the
errors.
e. Gaussian as a makeshift?
Admittedly, a fully non-Gaussian solution to the es-
timation problemmay still be an intractable problem for
large geophysical systems. The first nontrivial approxi-
mation to the statistical estimation problem is to trun-
cate the error statistics to second order or to assume
these statistics are approximately Gaussian. In this case,
the multivariate pdf p(x), with x 2 RN can be solely
derived from the Gaussian correlations between pairs of
variables, which are functions of two variables p(xk, xl),
with 1 # k, l # N. These are equivalent to the full error
covariance matrix. Hence, Gaussian estimation still
leads to complex objects to deal with, before any re-
duction. It is computationally tractable only if the full
covariance matrix is sampled or reduced.
Gaussian statistics have appealing properties. They are
still analytically tractable in multivariate form (i.e., con-
volution and, integration). Their occurrence and recur-
rence in physical systems is supported by the central limit
theorem. Moreover, Gaussians are the simplest distri-
butions (in the sense of information theory) when only
FIG. 1. Comparison of the performance of a bootstrap filter with
an ensemble Kalman filter (without localization) on a Lorenz-95
model with N 5 10 variables, as the ensemble size is increased.
Rough estimations of the noise levels required to stabilize the two
filters (without localization) are displayed in the insert. For small
ensemble size, the performence of an EnKFwith localization using
an optimally tuned localization length is also displayed. Beyond 20
members, localization hardly makes a difference.
FIG. 2. Empirical statistics of the maximum weights of a Lorenz-
95 particle filter for four system sizes: N 5 10, 20, 40, and 80,
ranging from a well balanced to a degenerate case. Apart from the
system size and the ensemble size (M5 128), the setup is the same
as in Fig. 1.
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first- and second-order moments are known, as recalled
by Rodgers (2000).
3. Dealing with non-Gaussianity in a Gaussian
framework
This section explains the current way of dealing with
nonlinearity and non-Gaussianity: reasonable data assim-
ilation should consider non-Gaussian effects as correc-
tions to a Gaussian analysis-based strategy. Variational
approaches (4D-Var essentially) and ensemble-based
Kalman filters include different approaches to account
for model nonlinearities.
Sources of non-Gaussianity can be initially catego-
rized into two families: nonlinearities in models and
non-Gaussianity of priors. The latter will be emphasized
here since it is the main focus of this review, but also
because several recently developed methodologies are
available. One has to keep inmind that this classification
is arbitrary since nonlinear dynamical models produce
inevitably non-Gaussian error statistics, which are often
used as background error statistics.
a. Non-Gaussianity from nonlinearities in models
Non-Gaussianity results from nonlinearities inmodels
because, under a nonlinear model transition, a Gaussian
pdf becomes non-Gaussian. Nonlinearities in models
may come from nonlinearity of Navier–Stokes equations
leading to chaos, thresholds of microphysics (cloud, ice,
rain), chemistry of atmospheric compounds (including
thermodynamics and aerosols size evolution equations),
increases in the model resolution that require finer phys-
ical schemes such as for precipitation at convective scale,
and nonlinearity of observation operator model (remote
sensing applications especially: lidar and satellite), etc.
Many of these sources of nonlinearities have been dis-
cussed by Andersson et al. (2005).
b. Non-Gaussianity from priors
1) PRIOR MODELING OF STATE SPACE OR
CONTROL SPACE VARIABLES
Non-Gaussian priors are sometimes more adequate
descriptions of the background. This is especially the
case for positive variables, with large deviations about
their mean. This occurs in many geophysical fields.
Humidity in meteorology, species concentrations and
emission inventories in atmospheric chemistry, algae
population in ocean biogeochemistry, and ice and gas
age in paleoglaciology ice cores are just a few examples.
In the case of atmospheric chemistry, it is usually con-
sidered that the typical errors in emission inventories are
of the order of 40%, before any assimilation, which rules
out Gaussian modeling for positive variables. Lognor-
mal distributions are usually used instead.
Pires et al. (2010) take the example of brightness tem-
perature from the High Resolution Infrared Sounder
(HIRS) channels to show that non-Gaussianity may also
stem from the variability in the specified standard de-
viations of background errors (a statistical property called
heteroscedasticity), in particular when aggregate statis-
tics are used in data assimilation systems.
2) OBSERVATION ERROR PRIOR
Observation error priorsmay also require non-Gaussian
modeling. Otherwise, quality-control (QC) filters are
mandatory (Lorenc 1986). Gaussian modeling of ob-
servation errors correspond to a least squares penalty.
Therefore, the data assimilation system will be forced
to comply with outliers, which can be regarded as good
when these observations mark correctly an extreme
event, or bad when they are actually erroneous obser-
vations that nevertheless passed quality filters, or, more
likely, that are not compatible with an erroneous model.
This may lead to the will to forge a penalty term of a
least squares type for a limited range of the error, and
a less constraining norm, such as l1, outside thisGaussian
domain. Also, some observations may not pass the QC
filter although they are strong indicators of extremeevents,
as it was the case for the Lothar storm of December 1999
(more information available online at http://4dvarenkf.
cima.fcen.uba.ar/Download/Session_3/4DVar_nLnG_Fisher.
ppt; C. Tavolato and L. Isaksen 2009, personal communi-
cation). A more tolerant filter is affordable if the obser-
vation errors are not necessarily Gaussian. This is the
so-calledHuber norm (Huber 1973),which is differentiable:
J
H
(y)5
1
2
y2 if jyj,h
hjyj
1
2
h2 if jyj.h
8><>: . (14)
Another possibility is to complement the l2 norm by
a flat distribution, instead of the l1 norm, as implemented
by Andersson and Ja¨rvinen (1999) in the European
Centre forMedium-RangeWeather Forecasts (ECMWF)
forecasting system.
For the sake of clarity, the time index k is dropped
here. Rather than the noise additive yi5Hi(x)1 yi, the
observation equation could become yi 5 siHi(x), with si
a strictly positive multiplicative dimensionless factor. In
that case, si is a relative error.
The vector of relative errors s may obey a lognormal
distribution. Lognormal error statistics are consistent
with positive observables, and emerge quite naturally in
the modeling of trace constituents and of their emissions,
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as mentioned earlier. From experimental or empirical
modeling, one may have access to the first moments
s 5 E[s] and second-order moments of s:
R
ij
5E[(s
i
 s
i
)(s
j
 s
j
)T] , (15)
which specifies the distribution of s completely. As we
shall see in section 6, it may be preferable to perform an
analysis in a space where random variables are Gaussian.
That is why it is convenient to use the Gaussian statistics
of the vector ln(s) (the logarithm applied component-
wise to the vector s) instead of ln(s) ; N (b, eR). The two
sets of first- and second-order moments are related
through
eR
ij
5 ln 11
R
ij
s
i
s
j
 !
, b
i
5 ln(s)
i

1
2
eR
ii
. (16)
The term in the cost function related to this likelihood is
of the following form:
J
LN
(s)5
1
2

i, j
ln(s) ln[y/H(x)] bf gTeR1 ln(s)f
 ln[y/H(x)] bg. (17)
If the observation error is unbiased E[y 2 H(x)] 5 0,
then s
i
5 1. Then there is a bias [given by Eq. (16)] that
needs to be removed in Gaussian space, which is ac-
counted for in the likelihood Eq. (17). If the median of
the observation error is null, then the bias is zero: b5 0.
Dealing with more drastic non-Gaussian constraints,
Bocquet (2007) has chosen an l‘ norm as an error prior
penalty:
J
‘
(y)5
0 if y # y # y1
1‘ if y. y1 or y, y
.

(18)
In the context of atmospheric dispersion, this allowed to
check rigorously that a transport model was, or was not,
compatible with a set of observations, with analyzed
errors lying in the predefined interval [y2, y1].
Now that possible sources of non-Gaussianity have been
recalled, classic solutions to deal with them are reviewed.
c. 4D-Var solutions to deal with nonlinearity
The 4D-Var algorithmwas originally proposed to solve
the data assimilation problem, described as a constrained
optimization problem, using classic descent algorithms.
The gradient of the cost function to be minimized can be
efficiently computed by optimal control techniques (Le
Dimet and Talagrand 1986; Talagrand andCourtier 1987;
Courtier and Talagrand 1987).
Suppose that the pdf of the initial state x0 is given in
terms of departure from some known background xb
[i.e., p(x0) 5 pB(x0 2 xb)] and that the departure vector
x02 xb, themodel errorwk, and the observation error yk
are independent Gaussian vectors with zero mean and
covariance matrices B, Qk, and Rk, respectively. Maxi-
mizing the conditional pdf p(XKjYK) (for a maximum
likelihood estimate of x0) amounts to a minimization of
the weakly constrained 4D-Var cost function:
J (x
0
)5
1
2
(x
0
 x
b
)TB1(x
0
 x
b
)
1
1
2

K
k51
[H
k
(x
k
) y
k
]TR1k [Hk(xk) yk]
1
1
2

K
k51
wTkQ
1
k wk. (19)
4D-Var data assimilation algorithms are used to esti-
mate the initial condition in state of the art operational
centers (e.g., for meteorology see Rabier et al. 2000),
given the approach’s ability to provide flow estimates
consistent with the flow evolution and the asynchronous
nature of the observations.
When the model and the observation operators are
linear or weakly nonlinear (in the case of small time steps
of model simulation and of short assimilation time in-
tervals), theseGaussian assumptionsmay hold reasonably
well. However, when the assimilation windows are long
enough or themodels are strongly nonlinear, theGaussian
assumptions will certainly break down and the conditional
pdf could become multimodal. As a result, the maximum
likelihood estimates become less informative (Lorenc and
Payne 2007). This is equivalent to the existence ofmultiple
minima with the 4D-Var cost function (Gauthier 1992;
Miller et al. 1994; Pires et al. 1996), while the deterministic
numerical optimization seeks only one relative minimum.
To find the global minimum of J , one might resort to
stochastic optimization methods (e.g., simulated an-
nealing; Kru¨ger 1993). Unfortunately, because of the
high dimensionality of the flow, such stochastic methods
are seldom feasible before a reduction in dimension for
practical geophysical applications (Hoteit 2008).
One feasible remedy is to deal with the original non-
linear optimization problem approximately by a succes-
sion of inner-loop quadratic optimization problems, in
which the model is simplified (at a lower resolution with
simpler physics) and linearized (Laroche and Gauthier
1998). The input of one inner-loop iteration is generated
by relinearizing the original nonlinear model around the
state adjusted by the output of the previous inner-loop
iteration. This inner/outer approachmay fail when there
exist significant inner-loop linearization errors for high-
resolution models and longer assimilation windows in
a context of perfect models (strong-constraint 4D-Var;
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Tre´molet 2004). This difficulty can be alleviated by
introducing model errors (weak-constraint 4D-Var).
Indeed, the propagation of information within the as-
similation window with the tangent linear model is
shortened as compared to the strong constraint 4D-Var,
thanks to model error present at each time step (An-
dersson et al. 2005; Fisher et al. 2005; Tre´molet 2006).
Another approach, the quasi-static variational assim-
ilation, was proposed by Pires et al. (1996) for the as-
similation of dense observations. The global minimum
was guaranteed by progressively lengthening the assim-
ilation periods, thus always keeping control of the first
guesses when using a gradient descent method in the
cost function minimization.
d. EnKF solutions to deal with nonlinearity
In the 4D-Var approach, the estimation is performed
globally using all the observations falling within the
assimilation window. Another approach is to treat the
observations sequentially: once a new observation vec-
tor yk at time tk is available, an estimate (analysis) xk
a can
be obtained by optimally combining some a priori state
xk
f and yk. A Best Linear Unbiased Estimator (BLUE)
analysis reads
xak5 x
f
k 1Kk[yk Hk(x
f
k)], (20)
P
a
k5 (I KkHk)P
f
k , (21)
K
k
5P
f
kH
T
k (HkP
f
kH
T
k 1Rk)
1, (22)
where Pk
f
5 E[(xk 2 xk
f )(xk 2 xk
f )T] is the a priori error
covariance matrix, Pk
a
5 E[(xk 2 xk
a)(xk 2 xk
a)T] the
analysis error covariance matrix, and Kk is the gain
matrix. The form of Kk requires a linear approximation
Hk of the observation operator Hk around xk
f . This
analysis xk
a is optimal (among all possible linear forms) in
the sense that the total analysis error variance Tr(Pk
a)
is minimized. When the a priori and observation errors
are assumed to be Gaussian, the analysis xk
a in Eq. (20)
is also the maximum likelihood estimate of the model
state that minimizes the 3D-Var cost function [K 5 1 in
Eq. (19)].
To close the algorithm, the a priori state x
f
k11 and
error covariance P
f
k11 at subsequent time tk11 can be
chosen to be the forecasts starting from the analyzed
state xk
a and error covariance Pk
a. When the dynamical
model is linear, these forecast and analysis formulas are
the Kalman filter equations. For nonlinear models, the
extended Kalman filter approximates the evolution of
the error covariance using tangent linear approxima-
tions of the model equation around xk
a. The ensemble
Kalman filter (Evensen 1994) uses an ensemble of state
vector samples fxk
i , i 5 1, . . . , Mg to approximate the
error covariancePk
f andPk
a. This lessens the instability of
the covariance evolution equation caused by the trun-
cation errors when linearizing models for strongly non-
linear systems. With a small ensemble [e.g., O(100)
members], the EnKF is feasible for large geophysical
applications. More algorithmic details can be found in
Evensen (2003) and Houtekamer and Mitchell (2005).
Reports about the EnKF can be found in meteorol-
ogy, oceanography, hydrology, and several other fields
(Evensen 2003). The reasons for this popularity are
multifold. First, although many environmental systems
are nonlinear and high dimensional, there exists low-
dimensional subspace (local and global attractors)
which represents reasonably well the complete dynam-
ics (Lions et al. 1997; Patil et al. 2001). Thus, the pdf
may be represented by a proper ensemble with a limited
number of members. Second, it is well known that an
ensemble forecast has the advantage against a single
control forecast (Leith 1974). Finally, the Gaussian as-
sumption at analysis time may be suitable for many
scenarios (e.g., the Gaussian background errors for
global numerical weather predictions as in Andersson
et al. 2005).
For large systems in meteorology, the most effective
EnKF schemes are those that localize the background
error covariance (Houtekamer and Mitchell 2001;
Hamill et al. 2001) so that spurious correlations at long
distance are reduced. In other fields such as oceanog-
raphy and air quality a related approach using reduced-
rank Kalman filters (Cane et al. 1996; Heemink et al.
2001; Pham et al. 1998) has also been tested. Such filters
work only in subspaces of the complete error space
(Lermusiaux and Robinson 1999; Nerger et al. 2005).
The EnKF can also be viewed as a reduced-rankKalman
filter, since the error covariance matrices are approxi-
mated by the ensemble statistics in a square root form
(Tippett et al. 2003). The analysis in Eq. (20) has two
implementations: a deterministic scheme (Whitaker and
Hamill 2002) or with perturbations of observations for
consistent error statistics (Burgers et al. 1998). They dif-
fer from each other in handling non-Gaussianity (Lawson
and Hansen 2004).
Improvements to the EnKF are essentially driven by
the design of better sampling strategies for the ensemble
generation: the second-order exact resampling (Pham
2001), the unscented sampling (Van der Merwe et al.
2000), and the mean-preserving sampling (Sakov and
Oke 2008). Increasingly, model deficiencies are simu-
lated using ensemble members generated with different
versions of the underlying forecast model (e.g., with
different physical parameterizations; Meng and Zhang
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2007; Fujita et al. 2007; Houtekamer et al. 2009; or with
perturbations of model parameters; Wu et al. 2008).
Another idea is to bridge the gap between variational
and sequential approaches, and to improve the EnKF
performance (Kalnay et al. 2007) using ideas and tech-
niques developed for 4D-Var. Such attempts are for ex-
ample: the inner–outer loop to deal with nonlinearities
(Kalnay et al. 2007), the variational formulation to
treat the non-Gaussian error structure in observation
(Zupanski 2005) and background (Harlim and Hunt
2007), and the time interpolation of the background
forecasts to the observations so as to produce time-
coherent assimilations of all the observations avail-
able within the assimilation window (Hunt et al. 2004;
Houtekamer and Mitchell 2005). Alternatively, the 3D-
Var or 4D-Var can use flow-dependent error covariances
computed from the EnKF ensembles (Buehner et al.
2010), which leads to more efficient hybrid algorithms.
4. Measuring non-Gaussianity
In a Gaussian framework, one needs tools to assess
the deviation from Gaussianity mainly induced by
nonlinearities of the model: objective mathematical
measures or statistical tests. These tools will be reviewed
in this section, and, moreover, some of themwill be used
in section 6.
a. Relative entropy
Ameasure of the discrepancy between two pdfs p and
q is given by theKullback–Leibler divergence or relative
entropy (Kullback 1959):
K(p, q)5
ð
dxp(x) ln
p(x)
q(x)
 
. (23)
Coming from signal and information theory, it quan-
tifies the information gain from q to p. It has (axiomatic)
properties thatmake it very attractive (Cover andThomas
1991). First of all, it is always nonnegative. It is null if and
only if p is equal to q almost everywhere. It is also convex
with respect to both p and q. Moreover, it is invariant by
any one-to-one reparameterization x5J(u). However, it
is not a distance in the mathematical sense since it is not
symmetric with respect to p and q, nor does it obey the
triangle inequality.
The measure has been used in geophysical, high-
dimensional applications, in predictability (Kleeman
2002), in the statistical modeling of geophysical dynamical
systems (Haven et al. 2005), in inverse modeling (Bocquet
2005b,c), and in themodeling of prior pdfs (Eyink andKim
2006; Pires et al. 2010).
The Kullback–Leibler divergence can serve as an ob-
jective function to measure deviation from Gaussianity.
If p is the full pdf of the uncertainty for the system, and
q [ pG is the Gaussian pdf that has the same first- and
second-order moments, then K(p, pG), often called ne-
gentropy, is a measure of the non-Gaussianity of p. Ob-
viously if p is Gaussian, the divergence is null and positive
otherwise.
The pdf p could be estimated approximately by the use
of an ensemble, such as the one used by ensemble-based
filters. It is, however, difficult to perform such estimation
for high-dimensional systems, especially with a small
ensemble. Besides, the presence of a strange attractor
complicates the numerical convergence and a proper
definition of a continuous limit. Several solutions have
been proposed to overcome the difficulty: compute rela-
tive entropies of marginals of p or compute expansions of
the relative entropy.
The use of themarginals has been explored byKleeman
(2007) with a view to geophysical applications. A lower
bound for the divergence K(p, pG), with a pdf p de-
pending onN variables can be obtained. For each subset
s of n # N variables, one integrates out the pdfs p and
q on this subset of variables and obtains a divergence
K(psNn, q
s
Nn). A lower bound is then given by
K(p
N
, q
N
) $
n!(N  n)!
N!

s
K(psNn, q
s
Nn), (24)
where the sum runs over all subsets.
The expansions of the Kullback–Leibler divergence
are based onGram–Charlier or Edgeworth expansion of
p/q (e.g., see Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox 1989). These
expansions depend on skewness and kurtosis, which
is consistent with their use in the diagnosis of non-
Gaussianity. They are expressed in terms of cumulants of
the distribution. They both represent the same expansion,
but the terms are ordered differently. In the Gram–
Charlier expansion, the ordering index is the cumulant
order, while in Edgeworth, the ordering index is the size
M of the ensemble, which samples the distribution. The
latter expansion makes the Edgeworth expansion more
controlled, though less simple. Using these expansions,
the relative entropy can be approximated by
K(p, q) ’
Gra.
1
12

i, j,k
(k
i, j,k
)21
1
48

i, j,k,l
(k
i, j,k,l
)2, (25)
K(p, q) ’
Edg.
1
12

i, j,k
(k
i, j,k
)21O
1
M3/2
 	
, (26)
where k
i1,i2,...,in
are the standardized cumulants of p of
order n.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the departure fromGaussianity
andways tomeasure it on a deterministic Lorenz-63model
(Lorenz 1963), where the negentropy can be estimated
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numerically. A Gaussian pdf sampled by particles, ini-
tially of covariance matrix P5 diag(s2, s2, s2), with s 5
0.20, is transformed under the model flow. The full ne-
gentropy is estimated via a numerical integration. As ex-
plained by Kleeman (2002), relative entropy must be
estimated at fixed resolution, possibly fine enough to en-
capsulate the attractor [a spacing of about r5 Dx5 Dy5
Dz ’ 0.1 has been chosen to discretize the integral Eq.
(23)]. Edgeworth expansion, and its estimates based on
one- and two-variable marginals are estimated as well.
The result of the Edgeworth expansion cannot be directly
compared to the full relative entropy estimate of finite
resolution. Indeed the ensemble members tend to gather
close to, or on, the attractor, which makes their distri-
bution more and more singular with the flow’s evolution.
For the sake of comparison, the ensemble must therefore
be smoothed out by a normal law (of variance 0.5 here)
yielding a finite resolution value. Obviously after time t5
0.5, the cluster of particles, stretched by the flow, loses its
cohesion, and the pdf becomes significantly non-Gaussian.
This is confirmed by the indicators based on the negen-
tropy, as well as the Edgeworth expansion.
The deviation from Gaussianity is reported by each one
of these indicators, though not with the correct magnitude.
Yet, as numerical estimations of the Kullback–Leibler
divergence, all these approximations are unsatisfactory.
b. Univariate and multivariate tests of normality
Because such computations cannot easily be gener-
alized to high-dimensional, complex dynamical systems,
one could rely on simpler necessary tests of normality.
Hypothesis testing is a well-developed topic in statistics,
and many techniques meant to test the Gaussianity of
random variables exist.
Among the many tests of normality available in the
statistical literature, the skewness and kurtosis, which are
directly defined by the cumulants of a distribution, have
been used very early. Lawson and Hansen (2004) have
used them to assess how differently stochastic and de-
terministic ensemble-based filters handle non-Gaussianity.
There are many other tests such as the Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test (Lilliefors 1967), the Anderson–Darling test
FIG. 3. Evolution of a Gaussian pdf under the Lorenz-63 model equations, with a center of
mass initially at x5210, y5220, and z5 40. Projections of the full density on the x axis, y axis,
and z axis are represented.
FIG. 4. Estimation of the non-Gaussianity of the pdf evolving
under the Lorenz-63 flow depicted in Fig. 3, by the full negentropy,
the Edgeworth expansion up to order 3/2, and the average mar-
ginals on 1 and 2 variables. The negentropies are computed at an
average resolution of 0.1 units.
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(Anderson and Darling 1952), the Shapiro–Wilk test
(Shapiro and Wilk 1965), and their many variants.
A few generalizations of these tests to multivariate
statistics do exist, but are not meant to handle system
sizes as big as those in geophysics. One is therefore
compelled to use necessary though insufficient tests.
Examples have been given earlier with the use of mar-
ginal distributions in the computation of negentropy.
One could also rely on combinations of variables in the
systems, such as sums (or sums of squares) of individual
degrees of freedom, which are supposed to be close to
Gaussian. Assuming a Gaussian distribution for the ele-
mentary degrees of freedom, it may be possible to com-
pute the distribution of these consolidated random
variables. Then univariate null-hypothesis statistical tests,
such as those mentioned earlier can be used in turn.
As an example of such a combination of random
variables, one could use the Mahalanobis norm of a
member state vector [exemplified later in Eq. (27)], and
compare it to a x2 distribution. Bengtsson et al. (2003)
used such a test to obtain a measure of the deviation
from normality. They considered a subset of three ad-
jacent variables x1, x2, and x3 in the Lorenz-95 model, so
as to reduce the number of degrees of freedom to han-
dle. An ensemble (drawn from an ensemble-based as-
similation technique) represents the uncertainty in the
system. If S is the covariance matrix of this ensemble,
defined on the subset, and if zi is the deviation of the ith
member from the mean (restricted to the subset), then
a scalar random variable that combines the three de-
grees of freedom is
d
i
5 zTi S
1
z
i
. (27)
It should follow a x2 distribution with three degrees of
freedom. The authors tested this hypothesis using the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. This way they showed that
the forecast produced by an EnKF exhibits significantly
non-Gaussian features, at least for long intervals be-
tween observation times (cf. Dt5 0.4, whereas Dt5 0.05
in this review).
5. Reducing nonlinearity’s impact: Divide and
conquer
With a denser monitoring network or more frequent
observations, the model should remain closer to its
tangent linear trajectory between analyses. Therefore,
non-Gaussianity will not develop as much as in a system
less constrained by observations. Nonetheless, if, with an
increasing number of observations, themodel resolution
is increased as well and subgrid processes are explicitly
represented at a finer scale, new sources of nonlinearity
and non-Gaussianity might appear as discussed in
section 3. In the context of meteorology, the finer the
horizontal space scale, the bigger the error growth rate
(Lorenz 1969; Tribbia and Baumhefner 2004; Lorenc
and Payne 2007). As a consequence how non-Gaussian
the errors are may well depend on their scale. Increasing
both the space and time resolution and the observation
density may lead to a data assimilation system with the
appearance of significantly non-Gaussian errors statis-
tics at the convective scale while synoptic-scale errors
become smaller and more Gaussian.
In this section, following this paradigm but without
going as far as adopting a broad multiscale view on non-
Gaussianity, we review some of the ideas put forward to
reduce non-Gaussianity and nonlinearity, so that classic
data assimilation based on Gaussian hypotheses could
become more efficient.
One idea consists in using targeted (also called adap-
tive) observations in order to obtain a better control. A
second one consists in dividing the system between de-
grees of freedom that are more or less prone to non-
linearities, and hence require more or less accounting for
non-Gaussian effects. Another idea consists in repre-
senting non-Gaussian features, such asmultimodality, via
a sum of individual Gaussian components.
a. Better control with adaptive observations
The analysis improvement and the reduction of its
computational cost can be obtained by an assimilation
that adapts to the properties of the dynamical flow, in
particular its instability. For instance, Pires et al. (1996)
have shown that the efficient variational assimilation
length teff(x) is proportional to l
21(x), where l(x) is the
leading local Lyapunov exponent at x. From Eq. (3.15)
of Pires et al. (1996), and relying on their simplifying
assumptions [i.e., perfect model, frequent and regular
observations within the assimilation window, and
l(x)Dt(x) 1], the leading analysis error variance e2(x)
is constrained by: e2(x) # 2l(x)Dt(x)s2, where observa-
tions of variance s2 are obtained each Dt(x) (much
shorter that the assimilation window). Thus, smaller ob-
servation intervals are required for cases that are more
unstable.
Adaptive techniques in data assimilation also call for
the deployment of targeted observations (TOs), pio-
neered by the singular vectors approach (Buizza and
Montani 1999). Then, Daescu and Navon (2004) use the
adjoint sensitivity approach, evaluating the sensitivity
function k$Jk, the norm of the gradient of a forecast-
ing error functional J. Local maxima of this sensitivity
function in the physical space determine the set T of
targeted observations whose path is sequentially up-
dated taking into account previous T -sets and the set of
routine observations. The ensemble transform Kalman
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filter (Bishop et al. 2001) predicts the reduction of the
eigenvalues of forecast error covariance, with the leading
reductions determining the TOs set. Uzunoglu (2007)
presents a maximum likelihood Kalman filter where TOs
are determined based upon a criterion of Shannon en-
tropy and the condition number of the ensemble subspace
covariance matrix.
The number of tracking observations, necessary for
the stabilization of a sequential prediction-assimilation
system and tracking unstable flow, depends on the num-
ber and magnitude of the system’s m positive Lyapunov
exponents (Carrassi et al. 2008). The efficient moni-
toring of the m-dimensional unstable space E is ach-
ieved through the blending of a fixed observational
network with updated TOs. Efficient analyses with fixed
observations are obtained through the assimilation in the
unstable subspace (Carrassi et al. 2007) where the anal-
ysis increment is confined to the updated unstable sub-
space E , obtained by the method of breeding of the data
assimilation system.
b. Bayesian filtering in reduced-rank system or
subsystem
Following the divide and conquer strategy, the use
of exact Bayesian techniques, such as particle filters,
could be restricted to the significantly non-Gaussian de-
grees of freedom of the geophysical system. For instance,
Lagrangian assimilation of data from oceanographic
drifters is highly non-Gaussian since the positions of the
drifters need to be controlled too. Spiller et al. (2008)
have successfully tested several particle-filtering strate-
gies on such drifters in a flow generated by point vortices.
Berliner and Wikle (2007) and Hoteit et al. (2008) ex-
plore theoretically the use of particle filters, but on iden-
tified low-dimensional manifolds of the dynamics, or on
a reduced-order model of a large geophysical system [e.g.,
through empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs)].
c. Localizing strategies for particle filters
In the context of the fully Bayesian estimation prob-
lem, non-Gaussian uncertainty could be reduced by lo-
calization of the analyses. Indeed the smaller the area,
the smaller the number of degrees of freedom to handle,
the less complex (e.g., multimodal) the local pdf of these
degrees of freedom should be. As a consequence, the
smaller the area, the lower is the necessary number of
particles for a given precision estimate. However, con-
trary to localization in the EnKF, the analyses cannot be
simply glued together to get a complete set of updated
global particles. That is why localization was not used on
the particle filter in the illustrations of section 2. This
issue has been largely discussed by van Leeuwen (2009).
d. Gaussian mixtures
In this approach, a background non-Gaussian pdf p(x)
is parameterized by Gaussian kernels as (Silverman
1986)
p(x) ’
1
M

M
i51
n(x xi,P), (28)
where n is the pdf of the Gaussian distribution N (0, P),
of zero mean and covariance matrix P. With Gaussian
assumptions on observational errors, it turns out that, by
applying Bayes’s rule, the posterior pdf is a weighted
mixture of Gaussian kernels (Anderson and Anderson
1999), leading to a convenient chaining of the assimila-
tion cycles.
With a view to particle filtering, one could replace
each particle of the ensemble by a broader Gaussian
kernel. Unfortunately, for high-dimensional systems,
this kernel representation also suffers from the curse
of dimensionality (Silverman 1986). Recently proposed
remedies are essentially filtering in the low-dimensional
subspace related to the attractor of the complete system,
as mentioned in the previous section. This can be im-
plemented either by a localization and smoothing pro-
cedure (Bengtsson et al. 2003). Or it can be carried out
thanks to a low rank representation of the error co-
variance matrix (Hoteit et al. 2008) inherited from the
reduced rank Kalman filters. Note that in Bengtsson
et al. (2003), the error covariance matrices associated
with the kernels are not identical but generated by a
Kalman filtering for each sample xi. Nevertheless,
Gaussian mixture models are distinct from the unscented
particle filter (Van der Merwe et al. 2000) where the se-
quentialMonteCarlo sampling is performed according to
locally linearized importance sampling functions given by
the posterior pdf of Kalman filters for each of the parti-
cles (see section 6).
6. Bridging the gap between Gaussian and
non-Gaussian data assimilation
There have been recent attempts to make use of non-
Gaussian ideas in geophysical (or geophysically inspired)
data assimilation. They remain quite specific in their ap-
plication, because of their underlying hypotheses. They
are, nevertheless, promising and a discussion on their
relevance to geophysical data assimilation is presented.
Contrary to section 3 where non-Gaussian errors were
described and modeled mathematically, the emphasis
here is on producing the analyses that cope with those
non-Gaussian errors.
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a. Statistical expansion about the climatology
In an ensemble-based filtering system, the estimates of
the first- and second-ordermoments rely on the ensemble
itself. Instead of forming a Gaussian pdf as a prior for the
analysis using these statistics, one computes the pdf that
is closest to the climatology and that has the same first-
and second-order moments, as shown by Eyink and Kim
(2006).
A measure of distance between a pdf p and a clima-
tology q is provided by the relative entropy in Eq. (23).
Let us assume that the observation operator H is linear.
The minimization of Eq. (23) with respect to p, under
the constraints of the first- and second-order statistics:
y^5
1
M

M
i51
Hx
i
and bY5 1
M

M
i51
Hx
i
(Hx
i
)T, (29)
where M is the ensemble size, yields the generic expo-
nential solution:
p(x, l, L)} q(x) exp lTHx
1
2
xTHTLHx
 	
, (30)
where the vector l 2 Rd is the Lagrange parameter
conjugated to the mean constraint, and the matrix L 2
R
d3d is a Lagrange parameter matrix conjugated to the
variance constraint. Next, inserting this exponential law
in the relative entropy, one is led to the optimization on
these dual parameters:
l, L 5 argmin
l,L
ln[Z(l, L)] lTy^1
1
2
Tr(bYL) 
, (31)
where Z(l, L) is the partition function
Z(l, L)5
x
q(x) exp lTHx
1
2
xTHTLHx
 	
, (32)
with x an integration symbol that represents a sum
when a discrete distribution is considered or an integral
when the target space of the distribution is continuous.
Assuming Gaussian errors (observation y with error
covariance matrix R), the pdf is updated using Bayes’s
rule, within a dual framework. The dual parameters
update reads as follows (in a fashion similar to the so-
called information Kalman filter):
l
15 l1R
1y and L15L1R1. (33)
This work has also been put forward by van Leeuwen
(2009) in his review on particle filters. However, we do
not consider the method to be a particle filter, since it
involves the truncation of the moments to second order,
and the most innovative part is the treatment of the
prior. Though the idea is very appealing, it remains to be
proven that an attractor of the dynamics can be de-
scribed analytically or numerically so that this informa-
tion can be used in the method. Eyink and Kim (2006)
tested their method on the Lorenz-63 model, using a
mixture of two Gaussians to describe the two lobes of
the attractor. The results show that the method even-
tually outperforms the EnKF, but in a regime where the
filter is very nonlinear. This occurs when the time inter-
val between two analyses reaches aboutDt5 2/3, possibly
when the climatology starts having a significant impact
on the filter trajectories. This might not reflect realistic
conditions, since the time interval between two analyses in
weather forecasting would rather correspond to Dt5 0.05.
b. Gaussian anamorphosis
One way to treat non-Gaussianities is to attempt
to transform, analytically or numerically, non-Gaussian
random variables into Gaussian ones, on which a BLUE-
based analysis can appropriately be carried out.
1) ANALYTICAL TRANSFORMATION
If the observables and the state variables are positive,
the errors are likely to be of multiplicative nature. Fol-
lowing section 3, a lognormal statistical modeling for
these errors may be appropriate. Cohn (1997) has shown
how to pass rigorously from the description of the vari-
ables with lognormal errors to a space where their sta-
tistics are Gaussian. The observation model is
ln(y)5 eH[ln(x)]1 ln(s), (34)
where eH may be deduced from the original observation
modelH through eH 5 ln 8H 8 exp. Symbol 8 is the func-
tion composition operator. The change of state variable
~x [ ln(x), enables the construction of a BLUE estima-
tor in this Gaussian space:
~xa5 ~xb1 eK[ln(y) eH(~xb) b], (35)
ePa5 (I eKeH)eB, (36)
where the bias b has been defined by Eq. (16) of section 3,
and with the usual optimal gain, though inGaussian space:
eK5 eBeHT(eHeBeHT1 eR)1. (37)
Here eH is the tangent linear operator of eH, and eB and ~xb
are the background covariance matrix and first guess,
respectively, in Gaussian space. One can pull the fields
back into the original space and obtain the optimal
estimators:
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xai 5 exp ~x
a
i 1
1
2
eR
ii
 	
, Paij5 ~x
a
i ~x
a
j [exp(
ePaij) 1]. (38)
One weak point of the approach is that the Gaussian
space observation operator eHmay become nonlinear, in
particular if it was linear in the original space. For in-
stance, the dispersion of a tracer is linear. Performing
the analysis in Gaussian space would spoil this linearity.
The variational version of this analysis, essentially based
on Eq. (17), was examined by Fletcher and Zupanski
(2006), including thorough discussions on how to choose
a proper estimator and how to precondition the minimi-
zation of a cost function such as Eq. (17). Mapping the
lognormal errors to a Gaussian space is a particular (an-
alytical) case of a Gaussian anamorphosis.
2) NUMERICAL TRANSFORMATIONS
When an analytical transformation to Gaussian space
is not possible because the errors do not necessarily
follow a lognormal behavior, then numerical methods
can be used to achieve a similar goal. This is called a
(numerical) Gaussian anamorphosis. This technique is
well known in geostatistics (Wackernagel 2003). Its use
has been advocated by Bertino et al. (2003) in the con-
text of geophysical data assimilation (see also the next
section). The idea of performing the analysis in the
Gaussian space is the same as that of Cohn (1997), but
for a general, albeit numerical transformation.
Consider one scalar random variable X ; PX, with
values in the state space EX distributed according to the
density pX: x 2 EX/ pX(x). Its cumulative distribution
function (cdf) is F: x 2 EX/ F(x)5 PX(X, x) 2 [0, 1].
Then consider a Gaussian random variable G ; PG, with
values in the state space EG distributed according to the
density pG: g 2EG/ pG(g). Its cdf isG: g 2 EG/G(g)5
PG(G , g) 2 [0, 1]. Provided F is invertible, then the
anamorphosis function is defined by
u : g 2 E
G
! u(g)5F1 8G(g) 2 EX . (39)
This deterministic map transforms a Gaussian random
variable into a non-Gaussian one. The inverse mapping
pulls the non-Gaussian variable back to a randomGaussian
variable:
u
1 : X 2 E
X
! u1(X)5G1 8F(X) 2 E G. (40)
There is a natural numerical counterpart to this analyt-
ical construct, the so-called empirical Gaussian anamor-
phosis. If one has n samples of X in EX that can be
ordered: x1 , x2 ,    , xn under the simplifying as-
sumption that all xi are distinct, then the empirical ana-
morphosis function un: EG/ EX, is
u
n
5
1
n

n
i51
x
i
I
]G1((i 1)/n),G1(i/n)], (41)
where I]a,b] is the support function on interval ]a, b] (i.e.,
a excluded while b is included), equals to 1 on the in-
terval, and 0 everywhere else. However, since un is a
stepwise function because of the discrete data, it is not
invertible and needs to be smoothed out. One proper
and convenient filtering is obtained by a truncated ex-
pansion of the empirical Gaussian anamorphosis on a
basis of Hermite polynomials. Details can be found in
(Wackernagel 2003).
In principle, a Gaussian anamorphosis is needed in
both state space and observation space, then analysis
equations similar to Eqs. (35) and (36) can be applied in
Gaussian space. An inverse Gaussian anamorphosis is
then built to pull the analyzed fields back into the orig-
inal space.
It has recently been implemented on a large ocean and
biogeochemical model by Simon and Bertino (2009)
with success in a twin experiment. The transformation
was applied to a chlorophyll field. Applying this meth-
odology to such a large-scale experiment is not simple.
As a first reasonable step, the authors neglected the
correlations, and considered some climatological statis-
tical univariate distributions of the non-Gaussian vari-
ables, when the anamorphosis is well defined and simple
to implement. To take into account the full correlations,
one would need to consider multivariate anamorphosis.
With multivariate statistics, one would have to rotate the
state space to get uncorrelated variables, by principal
component analysis or independent component analysis
(Hyva¨rinen and Oja 2000), and then apply Gaussian
anamorphosis to each of the marginals. However, a non-
Gaussian part of mutual information (in other words,
residual correlations) remains in the rotated space (Pires
and Perdiga˜o 2007).
3) HUMIDITY TRANSFORM IN METEOROLOGICAL
MODELS
Specific humidity q and relative humidityRHfields have
intrinsically non-Gaussian distributions due to their finite
interval supports. As a consequence, background and ob-
servational errors are also non-Gaussian by nature, also
exhibiting largely inhomogeneous statistics both in latitude
and height as well as presenting cross correlations with
different control variables. To optimally apply a BLUE-
based analysis, one has to find a proxy control humid-
ity variable f(F) of some set F of the thermodynamic
background variables (e.g., q, pressure p, temperature T),
whose conditional background error bjF is at least ap-
proximately Gaussian. Ho´lm et al. (2002) have proposed
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several control variables f(F) from the distribution of
the corresponding forecast differences df, extracted from
observing system simulation experiments (OSSEs) per-
formed with the ECMWF data assimilation system. Since
df is a difference between background errors, the con-
ditional pdf pdf(dfjF) is the convolution of the condi-
tional pdf pb(bjF) of background errors b:
p
d
f
(dfjF)5
ð
d
b
p
b
(
b
jF)p
b
(df 
b
jF). (42)
Therefore, Gaussian forecast differences df lead to
a Gaussian b of variance var(b) 5 ½var(df) and a
quadratic background log-likelihood function Jb(b) with
a single minimum and thus a simpler procedure of mini-
mization. Given those advantages, one then aims to get
at least quasi-Gaussian df values. For df equal to dq or
d ln(q), one obtains approximately exponential distribu-
tions, whereas dRH ismore closelyGaussian (Ho´lm et al.
2002). To get collected Gaussian statistics of df for all
grid points together and F states, it is preferable to use
the normalized forecast difference:
fdf5 df b(dfjF)
s(dfjF)
, (43)
where b(dfjF) and s(dfjF) are, respectively, the bias
and standard deviation of df conditioned on F. Thanks
to the homoscedasticity (uniform standard deviation) offdfjF and the central limit theorem, one achieves an
overall Gaussian distribution of fdf, provided that the
pdf of fdfjF is independent of F. An alternative to find
a Gaussian control is through the Gaussianization pro-
cedure where one applies the (inverse) anamorphosis
defined in the previous section to the forecast differ-
ences for all conditions F by the transform:
f (dfjF)5G1 8F(dfjF), (44)
where F is the cdf of dfjF and G is the Gaussian cdf. A
standard Gaussian homogeneous control increment is
readily obtained by the normalization of f(dfjF) with
the corresponding bias and standard deviation, condi-
tioned on F (Ho´lm 2007). This Gaussian anamorphosis
applied to different humidity datasets, sometimes called
Ho´lm transform in this context, has been shown to have
a significant impact in the medium-range ECMWF
weather forecasts (Andersson et al. 2007).
4) GAUSSIAN ANALYSES UNDER LINEAR
INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS
Some additional constraints may render a Gaussian
data assimilation scheme non-Gaussian. This may hap-
pen when the prior forces the control variables to lie in
a polytope (to satisfy linear inequalities), or when an
observation error prior must account for outliers (as in
section 2). If the unconstrained priors areGaussian, then
the constrained priors are truncated Gaussian priors.
Remarkably, several Gaussian data assimilation schemes
can be extended to the truncated Gaussian case in a
mathematically rigorous way, with limited complications.
In variational data assimilation, Lagrangian duality
(Borwein and Lewis 2000) can be used to lift these
constraints, either on the observational errors (as made
explicit in section 2), or in the state background errors
(Bocquet 2008), through the use of Lagrange multi-
pliers. The transformation is essentially exact if the cost
functions are convex, a requirement that may not be
satisfied if the models are nonlinear.
In ensemble-based Kalman filtering, filters can be
extended to deal with linear inequalities. Assume the
background is a truncated Gaussian, whereas the ob-
servation errors are normal. Then the analysis as seen
from the Bayes’s formula yields the product of a trun-
cated Gaussian by a Gaussian, which is in turn a trun-
cated Gaussian. Besides, the analysis uses the same set
of operators (such as the Kalman gain) as in the un-
constrained case. This makes the use of such a scheme
very practical. Themajor change comes from the need to
sample from a truncated Gaussian, which is not straight-
forward for high-dimensional problems. The truncated
Kalman filter was developed by Lauvernet et al. (2009) in
a geophysical context and successfully tested on a one-
dimensional mixed layer ocean model.
c. Using non-Gaussian deviations in the priors to
improve analysis
Given the sampling statistics of innovations, it is
possible to compute the mean and covariance matrix of
the innovation vector. This is useful to correct error
biases and for tuning the prescribed error covariance
matrices (Desroziers et al. 2005). Beyond those statis-
tics, innovation histograms and higher-order moments
of the innovations can also be computed, for instance
some measures of non-Gaussianity like the skewness sd
and kurtosis kd. Pires et al. (2010, manuscript submitted
toPhysicaD) have computed diagnostics of sd, kd for the
quality-controlled ECMWF innovations of brightness
temperatures of a set of HIRS channels. Their results
emphasized the statistically significant non-Gaussianity
of the errors in several channels. They estimate a joint
non-Gaussian prior pdf for the observations errors o
and background errors b in the observation space, using
the maximum entropy on the mean (MEM) method.
The method follows the same principle as the one used
and exemplified in sections 6a and 6e. The output of
the method is a pdf of o and b, compatible with the
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prescribed innovation statistics. Moreover, it is mini-
mally committed in the sense that, from the information
theory point of view, it is the simplest pdf (with minimal
extra information), that explains the prescribed statistics.
This prior modeling can be shown to be beneficial to the
subsequent analyses that go beyond the BLUE result.
d. Particle filtering with Gaussian filters as
importance proposals
We come back to the ideas of the particle filter. We
will see how Gaussian analyses can help to numerically
solve the Bayesian estimation problem. The ideas are
fairly recent in the geophysical community and the ex-
trapolation to complex systems is speculative.
1) CONCEPT OF IMPORTANCE SAMPLING
Within the smoothing approach, an empirical repre-
sentation of the pdf of trajectoriesXk5fx0, x1, x2, . . . , xkg
conditional on the collection of observations Yk5
fy1, y2, . . . , ykg is considered, up to time tk. For any time
index k 5 1, . . . , K:
p
k
(X
k
jY
k
) ’
M
i51
vikd(Xk X
i
k) with 
M
i51
vik5 1. (45)
This representation is a combination of M particles’
trajectories Xk
i
5 fx0
i , x1
i, x2
i , . . . , xk
i g and weights vk
i at-
tached to each one of them. One has the freedom to
draw the particle trajectories from a known proposal pdf
qk. These particles can have any distribution, provided
the support of qk includes that of pk. In order for the
particle filter to still solve the Bayesian problem, the
weights need to be corrected so that the discrete pdf is
still representative of the system pdf:
vik }
p
k
(XikjYk)
q
k
(XikjYk)
. (46)
In the Monte Carlo methods literature, this is known as
importance sampling (Doucet et al. 2001).
There is a more practical sequential version of im-
portance sampling. AssumingMarkovian dynamics, and
conditional dependence of the observation on the cur-
rent state only, one factorizes pk(XkjYk) according to
p
k
(X
k
jY
k
)} p
k
(y
k
jx
k
)p
k
(x
k
jx
k1)pk1(Xk1jYk1). (47)
If, in addition, one assumes that the proposal distribu-
tion is obtained by filtering (not smoothing, i.e., the state
pdf depends only on current and past observations),
then one relates the importance proposal at successive
times according to
q
k
(X
k
jY
k
)5 q
k
(x
k
jX
k1,Yk)qk1(Xk1jYk1). (48)
Thus, in a sequential context, the recursion formula for
the weights reads as follows:
vik }v
i
k1
p
k
(y
k
jxik)pk(x
i
kjx
i
k1)
q
k
(xikjX
i
k1,Yk)
with 
M
i51
vik5 1. (49)
The importance proposal pdf of the bootstrap filter is
the transition operator of the model: if the proposal is
qk(xkjXk21, Yk) [ pk(xkjxk21) then the bootstrap filter
is recovered, since vik }v
i
k1pk(ykjx
i
k). Another partic-
ular choice, the proposal qk[ pk(xkjxk21, yk), minimizes
the variance of the weights. It is called the optimal im-
portance function (Doucet et al. 2000).
In our opinion, the same importance sampling prin-
ciple can be used to justify two attempts to improve
particle filtering from the geophysicist point of view.
Xiong et al. (2006) make use of a Gaussian resampling,
based on the particles’ first- and second-order moments.
It was shown to improve the forecast ability of the par-
ticle filter, often beating the EnKF, in the case of the
Lorenz-63 model. The merging particle filter of Nakano
et al. (2007) is, in a similar flavor, a Gaussian resampling
(matching of first- and second-order moments) and is
used to enrich the sampling of the particle filter. The
authors demonstrate a significant improvement with the
Lorenz-63 and Lorenz-95 models, but the particle filter
still necessitates too many particles as compared to the
EnKF, even on these toy models. Although it is not
stated in those words, these papers illustrate the use of
Gaussian hypotheses on rigorously non-Gaussian esti-
mation, through the use of importance sampling. How-
ever, to our knowledge, the necessary correction to the
weights for the particle filters, in order to guarantee the
proper Bayesian asymptotics, were not computed.
Now we come back to the problem of the collapse of
the particle filter. The basic idea that was fostered in the
applied mathematics community, and advocated by van
Leeuwen (2009) in geophysics, is that in order to avoid too
unlikely trajectories, particles should be drawn at time tk–1
from a proposal making use of yk. For high-dimensional
applications and complex models, this is certainly not
trivial to implement. The following section gives clues,
and original numerical examples based on this idea.
2) CURRENT-OBSERVATION-DEPENDENT
PROPOSAL WITH GAUSSIAN ANALYSES
Let us give an example of a fully Bayesian filter that
makes use of local Gaussian analyses. As an original
contribution, let us resort to the optimal importance
function qk[ pk(xkjxk21, yk). Its implementation is only
practical (and without approximation) when the obser-
vation operator is linear (Doucet et al. 2000). Let us use
a data assimilation system of the form in Eq. (2), with
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wk ; N (0, Qk) and yk ; N (0, Rk), and a linear obser-
vation operator Hk. Even though the local error as-
sumptions are Gaussian, the filter is meant to account
for any nonlinear dynamical model. For each particle, a
simple BLUE analysis is carried out which strikes the
balance between the uncertaintyRk of the observation yk
and the uncertainty of themodelQk at time tk. Therefore,
the particles are propagated according to the pdf:
q
k
(x
k
jx
k1, yk)[ pk(xkjxk1, yk)5 n(xk x
a
k, Sk), (50)
with S1k 5Q
1
k 1H
T
kR
1
k Hk, x
a
k 5Mk(xk1)1Kk[yk 
H
k
M
k
(x
k1)], and Kk 5 SkH
T
kR
1
k . Here n(xk x
a
k, Sk)}
exp[½(x
k
 xak)
T(S
k
)1(x
k
 xak)] is the pdf of
N (xk
a, Sk), the multivariate Gaussian distribution with
mean xk
a and covariance matrix Sk. The updating re-
cursive law on the weights is simply
vik } v
i
k1pk(ykjx
i
k1), (51)
and, on the previous assumptions, can be computed
explicitly since it is Gaussian:
p
k
(y
k
jxik1)5 n(yk  HkMk(x
i
k1),Rk1HkQkH
T
k ). (52)
Contrary to the bootstrap filter, only particles with a
reasonable likelihood given the observations will be
sampled. We have tested this optimal importance sam-
pling particle filter (OISPF) on the Lorenz-95 model,
using the exact same setup as in section 2, but with the
originalN5 40 system. Performance tests that compare
the merits of the EnKF, the bootstrap filter, and the
OISPF are reported in Fig. 5. The OISPF improvement
is spectacular for moderate ensemble size, as compared
to the bootstrap filter, but insufficient beyond.
In the derivation of the proposal Eq. (50), the un-
certainty of the particle position is given by the system
noise that is employed to enrich the ensemble. It would
be preferable to use the absolute uncertainty of the par-
ticle position, which could be estimated from a Gaussian
filter. Let x
k
and Pk be the analyzed state and analysis
error covariance matrix, respectively, of the Gaussian
filter: either extended Kalman filter, unscented Kalman
filter, ensemble Kalman filter, or ensemble transform
Kalman filter, etc. The proposal would then be of the
following form:
q
k
(x
k
jX
k1, Yk)[ n(xk xk, Pk). (53)
This leads to other variants of particle filter with a guiding
BLUE-based proposal.
Van der Merwe et al. (2000) have built a particle
filter with importance sampling given by (several)
Kalman-based filters, which track the system. The idea is
to attach a Kalman filter to each particle, and there is
therefore a proposal for each of the particles:
q
k
(xikjX
i
k1,Yk)[ n(x
i
k  x
i
k, P
i
k). (54)
Since the proposal distribution is not unique, this scheme
is a suboptimal importance particle filter. Although this is
suitable for signal theory problems and was shown to
outperform significantly standard Kalman filtering, this
may be much too expensive for geophysical applications.
That is why, in the following, the methods to be in-
troduced perform analysis using a single BLUE-based
filter.
Let us narrow our choice of proposal to the Gaussian
filters that are built on an ensemble. For each parti-
cle, one could consider a BLUE analysis based on the
observation uncertainty, and on the uncertainty at-
tached to the particle positions, estimated through the
empirical covariance matrix Pk
f as in any ensemble-
based method. The proposal of Eq. (49) is
q
k
(x
k
jx
k1, yk) [ n(xk  Mk(xk1)

1K
k
[y
k
 H
k
M
k
(x
k1)]g,Sk), (55)
but with Kk now given by Eq. (22), and Sk given by
S
k
5K
k
R
k
K
T
k 1 (I KkHk)Qk(I KkHk)
T. (56)
FIG. 5. Comparison of the performance of three filters (the
EnKF, the bootstrap particle filter, and the OISPF) on a Lorenz-95
model with N 5 40 variables. For each analysis, the parameters of
the filter (essentially model noise) are optimally tuned as reported
in Fig. 1. This is necessary, as it is deceiving to penalize one of the
filters with inadequate choices. Two versions of the EnKF are
tested: with or without localization. The localization length is op-
timally tuned. Optimally tuned localization only makes a differ-
ence for small ensemble sizes (i.e., below 100 members).
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Contrary to the OISPF, there is an implicit approxima-
tion in the use of Pk
f in Kk, as it uses the positions of all
particles. Making use of this analysis, Papadakis (2007)
proposed to use an ensemble-based Kalman filter as
a channeling Gaussian filter. That way, he can define
a (tentatively) true particle filter (meaning with a proper
Bayesian asymptotic limit) with weights attached to
each member of the ensemble. After the analysis, the
weights are updated thanks to Eq. (55), and the en-
semble is possibly resampled. The forecast that follows
the analysis is the typical step of an ensemble Kalman
filter, using the particles of the filter as ensemble mem-
bers. The only difference with the EnKF lies in the
weights that must be taken into account in the estima-
tion of the mean and error covariance matrix:
x
k11
5
M
i51
vikx
i
k11 and
P
f
k115
1
1
M
i51
(vik)
2

M
i51
vik(x
i
k11  xk11)(x
i
k11  xk11)
T,
(57)
where 
M
i51v
i
k 5 1. Although, practically, it has the fla-
vor of an ensemble Kalman filter, it is meant to be a
particle filter, with theBayesian asymptotics, the elegance
and the potential pitfall that comes with it. Consequently,
this weighted ensemble Kalman filter (WEnKF) may
offer a rigorous framework to implement localization in
a particle filter via its EnKF proposal.
Two words of caution are in order about the WEnKF.
Firstly, the particles are interacting (following the ter-
minology of Del Moral 2004), not only through standard
resampling, but also through the estimation of the co-
variance matrix. Second, as a Gaussian pdf the proposal
function has strongly vanishing tails. Therefore, on one
hand, theWEnKF should be very efficient in the regime
where the EnKF outperforms particle filters as com-
pared to other particle filters. On the other hand, it may
be weaker in a regime where simpler particle filters
outperform the EnKF. Thus, we believe that the overall
interest in the WEnKF is debatable, even though very
appealing.
e. Nonperturbative non-Gaussian methods for
high-dimensional linear models
There are relevant geophysical cases where the models
are approximately linear. But the priors may be intrin-
sically different fromGaussians. This is the case for tracer
transport, radionuclides dispersion, dust, several green-
house gases includingCO2, etc. In that context (i.e., linear
models and non-Gaussian priors), and unlike previous
examples, a non-Gaussian analysis can be performed
thoroughly without approximation, using nonlinear con-
vex analysis (see Borwein and Lewis 2000). The theory is
based on nonquadratic cost-functions that generalize 4D-
Var and the Physical space Statistical Analysis Sys-
tem (PSAS) in the specific linear model case (Bocquet
2005b,c, 2007; Krysta and Bocquet 2007; Bocquet 2008).
Let us assume that the system is driven by a forcing field
or an initial condition x 2 RN with model/observation
error y 2 Rd:
y5Hx1y, (58)
where H 2 Rd3N is the Jacobian that combines the ob-
servation operator and the model linking the observa-
tions to the forcing field or initial condition. The joint
prior pdf in control space and in observation error space
is n(x, y). Finding the posterior pdf p(x, y) is the goal
of the analysis in this framework. However, the object
p(x, y), might be too complex and of difficult inter-
pretation. That is why an estimator must be chosen that
extracts some precise information from the full pdf
mode also known as maximum a posteriori (MAP), the
mean value estimator, etc.
1) BAYESIAN INFERENCE AND MAXIMUM
A POSTERIORI
As an inference rule, one can apply Bayes’s theorem
using Eq. (58), and straightforwardly derive a variational
principle with the following cost function (the primal cost
function):
L(x)5lnn(x, y Hx). (59)
The MAP estimator of the full pdf is obtained by mini-
mizing this cost function over x. In a Gaussian context,
this would give back the usual 4D-Var cost function. The
dual cost function
bL(l)5 [ln(n)]*(HTl, l) yTl, (60)
could be equivalently solved. Thel2Rd are theLagrange
multipliers that enforce Eq. (58). Here z* is the Legendre-
Fenchel conjugate of z, and is defined by
z*(a)5 sup
x
[aTx z(x)]. (61)
If n isGaussian, one obtains the PSAS formalism (Courtier
1997; Cohn et al. 1998).
However, such a dual equivalence is possible only
if L and bL are both convex, which is an obstacle to
a non-Gaussian generalization of the dual formalism
(see Auroux 2007).
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2) MAXIMUM ENTROPY ON THEMEAN INFERENCE
A second type of non-Gaussian inference is given by
the maximum entropy on the mean (MEM) principle,
which is also considered to be of Bayesian nature. In
a linear model context, it allows one to exploit the ma-
chinery of nonlinear convex analysis with efficiency. The
inference is again formulated in terms of the prior pdf n
and of the posterior pdf p. The optimal p is the one that
minimizes the gain of information (maximizes the en-
tropy), except for what is gained from the observations.
Since this gain of information is objectively measured
by the Kullback–Leibler divergence, the related cost
function (often called level 2 primal cost function) is
eL(p)5K(p, n)1lTE
p
[y Hx y], (62)
whereK has been defined inEq. (23), Ep[]5 Sx,y p(x,y)
is the expectation operator, and Sx,y is a symbol for a sum
(discrete variables) or an integral (continuous variables).
The constraint that p should satisfy the observation on the
mean is enforced through Lagrange multipliers l 2 Rd.
The direct optimization of eLðpÞ on p leads to the
intermediary:
p
l
(x,y) } n(x, y) exp[lT(Hx1y)], (63)
up to the normalization constant of the pdf pl. By in-
serting pl into Eq. (62), one obtains the dual cost func-
tion [similarly to Eq. (60)], which depends on l:
bL(l)5 n^(HTl, l) yTl, (64)
where n^ is the log-Laplace transformof n, and is defined by
n^(a, d)5 ln
x,y
n(x,y) exp(aTx1 dTy)
 
. (65)
By evaluating the pdf in Eq. (63) at the the minimum l
of the cost function Eq. (64), one obtains the posterior
pdf p
l
(x,y) fromwhich themost sensible estimators that
can be derived are the state mean x and error mean v.
There is an equivalent cost function formulated in
state (or control) space level-1 primal cost function:
L(x)5 n^*(x, y Hx). (66)
Contrary to the strictly Bayesian and MAP inference,
the cost functions in Eqs. (62), (64), and (66) are al-
ways convex by construction because of the convexity of
the Kullback–Leibler functional on a vector subspace,
which was mentioned in section 4. Therefore, these cost
functions have always a single minimum, and the primal
and dual cost functions are always equivalent (there is
no gap in between the minimum of L and the maximum
of  bL):
L(x)5 bL(l). (67)
This constitutes a non-Gaussian generalization of the
duality 4D-Var/PSAS when models are linear. Consis-
tently, when n is Gaussian, 4D-Var and PSAS cost
functions for linear assumptions are recovered. The
schematic of the different transformations and equiva-
lences is displayed in Fig. 6. Note that the primal part of
the formulation can be generalized to nonlinear models,
but the duality correspondence is not valid any more.
An application to the forecast of an accidental plume
of pollutant is given in the context of the European
tracer experiment (Nodop et al. 1998) in Fig. 7. About
103 observations are used for 2 3 104 control variables.
The analyses are hence conveniently carried out in the
observation space. The plume contours obtained by the
MEMmethod aremuch finer than with 4D-Var, which is
of utmost importance for such a dispersion event, es-
pecially in the regions where the concentration field
exhibits strong gradients.
The strictly Bayesian solution of the previous section is
different from the MEM solution: the exponential pdf in
Eq. (63) is generally not the posterior pdf obtained from
Bayes’s rule. Instead, the MEM method convexifies the
objective function that would be obtained from Bayes’s
rule. Therefore, if the existence of multiple minima mat-
ters in the problem, the MEM approach may differ sig-
nificantly from the strictly Bayesian solution. However,
FIG. 6. Relations between the primal and dual cost functions.
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the analysis of multiple minima in geophysical applica-
tions is rather speculative. This would likely happenwhen
considering a strongly constrained 4D-Var, with a suffi-
ciently large assimilationwindow.Rather than facing such
a multiple minima optimization problem, it is tempting to
convexify anyway the objective function by, for instance,
incorporating model error (weakly constrained 4D-Var).
The problem of convexification is the arbitrariness of
the regularization of penalty functions, which can result
in an unlikely solution. However, for pollutant source
reconstruction problems, Bocquet (2008) has shown that
the difference between the two approaches is small.
So far, this discussion was relevant for the state esti-
mation problem. For second-order and higher-order
moments, the MEM method would not give the correct
estimates even in the Gaussian prior case. To circumvent
this drawback of the MEM method, Bocquet (2008)
showed that correctly defined moments of the MEM in-
ference with a prior n could be obtained from the strictly
Bayesian inference but using the prior exp[(n^)*].
FIG. 7. The asteriks give the true source location, while the triangles indicate themonitoring stations: (top to bottom) time513 to 72 h.
(left) The reference tracer dispersion event European Tracer Experiment, first campaign (ETEX-I) simulated assuming perfect
knowledge of the source. Since the source is the main uncertainty beyond the uncertainty in the meteorological fields, this reference
simulation can be considered quite close to the truth. (middle)Gaussian-based 4D-Varwith sequentially assimilated real observations, not
knowing the source. (right) Data assimilation using a non-Gaussian prior and the MEM formalism, not knowing the source. Units are
ng m23 of perfluoromethylcyclohexane.
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Within this extension of the MEM method, a precise
correspondence is defined between the two approaches.
3) SECOND-ORDER SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
When applicable, the MEM method has several tech-
nical advantages. One of them is that a second-order
sensitivity analysis can be performed analytically. Second-
order analysis allows one to compute the sensitivity of
an analysis to any parameter (Le Dimet et al. 1997). It
usually implies the choice of a sensitivity scalar function
to focus on a limited number of relevant degrees of free-
dom. Building on the properties of the MEM inference,
Bocquet (2008) chooses the information gain in the
analysis as a sensitivity function. In this context, the in-
formation gain Kx identifies with the part of the cost
function attached to the background departure. If the
prior pdf splits according to n(x,y)5 nx(x)ny(y), the total
cost function splits according to
K
x,y
5K
x
1K
y
. (68)
Here Kx, Ky can be either analytically or numerically
computed following for instance in the case of Kx:
K
x
5
x
p
x
(x) ln
p
x
(x)
n
x
(x)
 
5 xTHTl n^x(H
T
l)|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
dual form
5 n^
x
*(x)|ﬄ{zﬄ}
primal form
.
(69)
Note that in the Gaussian case, one recovers the natural
splitting of cost functions into signal and noise degrees of
freedom (Rodgers 2000). In this non-Gaussian context,
each one of these K values is relative entropy. The de-
rivative of this splitting with respect to the measurements
gives
l5 ›
y
K
x
1 ›
y
K
y
. (70)
Here ›yKx is interpreted as the marginal gain in infor-
mation induced by the variation of the measurements.
This non-Gaussian second-order analysis is illustrated
with an original experiment on the inversion of the
Chernobyl accident radionuclides source term. The phys-
ics is essentially linear so that the methodology applies
without approximation. The positivity of the source term
requires a non-Gaussian background error prior model-
ing. Figure 8 illustrates several sensitivities in both
Gaussian and non-Gaussian analysis cases. The global
marginal gain of information ›yKx,y5 l depends little on
the a priori hypotheses, Gaussian or not. However, the
marginal gain of information ›yKx that goes into the re-
construction of the source (the signal part) significantly
depends on the statistical modeling of the prior. For in-
stance, the Scandinavian observations are relatively less
significant in the non-Gaussian case than in the Gaussian
case. Put differently, the information content of remote
observations is stronger in the non-Gaussian case. This
may be due to the positivity constraint that rules out the
sources with both negative and positive rates that are
more compatible with these remote observations.
4) SCORE
Let us assume the prior statistics are Gaussian x ;
N (xb, B) and y;N (0, R). One indicator that measures
the reduction of uncertainty carried out in an analysis on
Eq. (58) is given by the following ratio:
r5 1
kxt  xk2
B
1 1 kyt  yk
2
R
1
kxt  xbk2
B
1 1 kytk
2
R
1
5
kx  xbk2
B
1 1 kyk
2
R
1
kxt  xbk2
B
1 1 kytk2
R
1
, (71)
where xt and yt are the true state and error vector, re-
spectively. The norm kkA, with A a positive definite
matrix, is defined by kxk2A 5 x
TAx. The transformation
from the second to the third member is due to the Py-
thagorean theorem. The analysis (x,y) inRN4Rp is the
orthogonal projection of (xb, 0) (with respect to the
scalar product defined byB214R21) on the hyperplane
of couples (x, y) such that y5Hx1 y. This is equivalent
to the geometrical interpretation of the analysis in terms
of projection using the Mahalanobis norm as a scalar
product (Desroziers et al. 2005; Chapnik et al. 2006). This
ensures that 0# r # 1, with r 5 1 when the reduction of
uncertainty is maximum.
Bocquet (2005a) has generalized without approxi-
mation this score to non-Gaussian priors provided that
the analysis is performed using the MEM principle. In
a condensed form, the generalization of Eq. (71) is
r5
K(p
x,y
, n)
K(p
x
t
,y
t
, n)
. (72)
Here p
x,y
and p
x
t
,y
t
are the pdfs, belonging to the expo-
nential family Eq. (63), whose state and errors averages
are x and y in the former case, and xt and yt in the
latter case. The Kullback–Leibler terms, K(p
x,y, n) and
K(p
x
t
,y
t
, n), are expressed here in their abstract (level 2)
form, but they can numerically be estimated using their
primal form in Eq. (66). In particular, K(p
x,y
, n) often
identifies with the minimum of the objective function,
and is just a numerical by-product of a data assimila-
tion variational scheme. In the Gaussian case and with
independent background and error priors, Eq. (72) sim-
plifies to Eq. (71). This result was useful in the evaluation
of a European radionuclides monitoring network whose
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observations were assimilated in a set of OSSEs (Krysta
and Bocquet 2007).
7. Perspectives
The theoretical and numerical Bayesian solutions to the
estimation problem have been shown not only to be ap-
pealing but also quite natural. Yet, the computational
complexity that prevents their use ultimately leads to the
success of 4D-Var and the ensemble Kalman filter. How-
ever, non-Gaussianity generated by the nonlinearities
of model or intrinsic to the priors has not vanished. The
ever-increasing computing power and widespread parallel
architectures, even on cheap systems, make the use of
more sophisticated applied mathematical solutions
tempting. Nevertheless, the complexity of the estimation
from these solutions does not scale reasonably (e.g., line-
arly) with the high dimensionality and complexity of
geophysical systems, and relying on computing power is
insufficient.
In this review, it has been shown that one can use
sophisticated tools to diagnose non-Gaussianity in data
assimilation with concepts inherited from statistics and
information theory.More importantly, several examples
of solution were given with promising performances. A
few were of perturbative nature using an expansion of
the Gaussian analysis system (weakly non-Gaussian
prior construction). A few were of nonperturbative na-
ture with little approximation (e.g., maximum entropy
filter and Gaussian anamorphosis). Others were of fully
nonperturbative nature taking advantage of Gaussian
analysis guidance, or some linearity in the models (e.g.,
the optimal importance function particle filter, the
weighted ensemble Kalman filter, and maximum en-
tropy variational inference). These examples all remain
specific, either because they rely on an assumption difficult
to generalize, or because they were only tested on rela-
tively low-dimensional systems so far. However, they can
already be used on highly nonlinear subsystems of larger
geophysical systems, such as Lagrangian drifters in a flow,
or a submanifold of the dynamics. Alternatively, they can
be used on real applications that do possess simplifying
features, such as model linearity.
Increasing computing power might not only serve ad-
vanced data assimilation techniques, but also allows one
to process more observations (denser coverage in space
FIG. 8. Chernobyl inversion sensitivity to Gaussian or non-Gaussian analysis, using the setting of Davoine and Bocquet (2007). A disk is
drawn for each observation with a radius proportional to the sensitivity. (a),(b) The global marginal sensitivity l to the measurements.
(c),(d) Themarginal gain of information for the signal (source) ›yKx to the measurements. Both (a) and (c) correspond to a non-Gaussian
inversion, while (b) and (d) correspond to a Gaussian inversion.
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and time), and finer model resolution. As a consequence,
models may become locally more and more linear and
more and more Gaussian between analyses. However,
this argument has been partly refuted by the nonlinearity
of small-scale physics, in conjunction with the funda-
mentallymultiscale nature of geophysical systems. That is
why we believe proper handling of non-Gaussianity will
remain an important issue.
We think that more general solutions for high-
dimensional systems than those exemplified in this review
will require the simultaneous reduction of the model’s dy-
namical degrees of freedom, spatial dividing–localization
strategies, and an efficient sampling strategy (in connection
with model error characterization). Particle filters or
variants that are more advanced will then eventually be
useful.
The number of possibilities to build up new solutions
is tremendous, especially for filtering. It is to be expec-
ted that more and more applications will make use of an
increasing number of theories mixing sequential and
variational approaches, or combining Gaussian analysis
and fully Bayesian ones. We expect that comparisons of
all these methodologies and contexts will be a (very)
difficult task. Theoretical and general guidance will then
be needed to sort them all, with both mathematical
analysis and the use of high-dimensional geophysical
benchmarking models.
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